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Abstract: In precision agriculture, the development of proximal imaging systems embedded in
autonomous vehicles allows to explore new weed management strategies for site-specific plant application.
Accurate monitoring of weeds while controlling wheat growth requires indirect measurements of leaf
area index (LAI) and above-ground dry matter biomass (BM) at early growth stages. This article explores
the potential of RGB images to assess crop-weed competition in a wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) crop
by generating two new indicators, the weed pressure (WP) and the local wheat biomass production
(δBMc). The fractional vegetation cover (FVC) of the crop and the weeds was automatically determined
from the images with a SVM-RBF classifier, using bag of visual word vectors as inputs. It is based on
a new vegetation index called MetaIndex, defined as a vote of six indices widely used in the literature.
Beyond a simple map of weed infestation, the map of WP describes the crop-weed competition.
The map of δBMc, meanwhile, evaluates the local wheat above-ground biomass production and
informs us about a potential stress. It is generated from the wheat FVC because it is highly correlated
with LAI (r2 = 0.99) and BM (r2 = 0.93) obtained by destructive methods. By combining these two
indicators, we aim at determining whether the origin of the wheat stress is due to weeds or not.
This approach opens up new perspectives for the monitoring of weeds and the monitoring of their
competition during crop growth with non-destructive and proximal sensing technologies in the early
stages of development.
Keywords: weed pressure; crop-weed competition; machine learning; vegetation index; visible
images; SVM-RBF classification

1. Introduction
The emergence of proximal sensing technologies in precision agriculture provides new
opportunities to drastically reduce chemical herbicides from site-specific weed management (SSWM)
while maintaining production yield, quality, and commercial value [1–3]. Although weed management
in field crops is a long story [4,5], it is still topical [6–8]. The development of affordable and easy
to use unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) allows accurate weed monitoring thanks to high resolution
images [9–11]. Imaging systems are mostly based on multi or hyperspectral optical sensors. They
require complex image processing algorithms to discriminate between crops and weeds and to generate
weed maps [11–13]. The first step consists of extracting vegetation pixels in the image. The remote
sensing community developed spectral indices to quantify greenness in a multispectral image [14–16].
The segmentation is generally performed using vegetation indices built as a combination of spectral
bands. Their choice depends on the application: for RGB images, the most common is the excess green
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index (ExG or 2g-r-b index) proposed by Woebbecke et al. [14]. When the near infrared band is available,
the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) is a classic [17]. Tang et al. [18] highlighted the
pros and cons of color indices for plant-background segmentation. With aerial images captured from
an UAV, Torres-Sanchez et al. [15] demonstrated that, among different vegetation indexes, the ExG and
VEG indices performed best in vegetation fraction mapping. Our study focuses on the MetaIndex,
a new vegetation index that takes advantage of six common indices.
Several image classifiers based on machine learning have been successfully applied to classify plants
and to identify weed species [19–22]. The recent development of high resolution UAV imagery [20,23–25]
allowed fast and accurate crop weed recognition. Depending on the crop (wheat, sunflower, maize . . . )
and the weed, these algorithms lead to 75−95% classification accuracy. Pérez–Ortiz et al. [25] compared
several classification algorithms on multispectral images (six wavebands) acquired by UAV over
sunflower at three flight altitudes. They demonstrated that, regardless of the method, the higher
the resolution of the images, the better the results. Peña et al. [9] applied an object-based image
analysis (OBIA) to generate weed infestation maps from UAV imagery. They could discriminate three
categories of weed coverage in maize crops with 86% overall accuracy. Using convolutional neural
network (CNN), Huang et al. [12] were able to differentiate rice from unspecified weeds, with 97%
accuracy. Bah et al. [26] developed a new automatic learning method also based on CNN for weed
detection in UAV images, with an unsupervised training dataset. Support vector machine (SVM) are
powerful supervised learning classifiers to discriminate vegetation in a complex case, e.g., overlapping
leaves. Pérez–Ortiz et al. [20] used SVM to classify crop/weed from RGB images in sunflower and
maize fields. Suh et al. [27] compared different machine learning classifiers to differentiate sugar
beet from volunteer potato plants, concluding that SVM was more efficient than random forest or
neural networks. Pflanz et al. [8] could discriminate between wheat and weeds with 98% accuracy and
differentiate various weed species with 87% accuracy. Thus, weed mapping is a major issue to provide
decision-making support for variable rate spraying application [28,29]. However, due to the reduction
of chemical inputs and to climate change, particular attention should be given to a regular and precise
monitoring of crop growth [30,31]. Indeed, the emergence of crop stressors can negatively impact
on plant development and ultimately crop productivity [31,32]. Therefore, maintaining weed flora
below a nuisance threshold by non-destructive measurements is a major challenge for spatio-temporal
crop and weed monitoring. Early monitoring of crop- weed competition is essential to develop new
control strategies of weed emergence and anticipate their management. Competition indicators are
generally based on density measurements or visual plant recognition, which are time-consuming
and labor-intensive for farming practices. Other parameters such as dry matter biomass (BM) and
leaf area index (LAI) can be measured by destructive methods, also time-consuming [33–35]. Recent
research revealed that the BMw/BMc ratio could express crop-weed competition [36]. Non-destructive
methods based on optical imaging devices may be powerful to study weed competition and monitor
wheat growth, especially at early growth stages. Several articles [37–39] report indirect estimation
of BM and LAI using vegetation indices and spectral analysis [40–43] by determining the proportion
of ground occupied by vegetation (i.e., vegetation cover, vegetation fraction or fractional vegetation
cover, fraction of green cover). Thus, digital image approaches became an alternative solution to infer
plant biomass [39,44], especially at early growth stages. They allow monitoring plants over time for
crop protection management.
This article aims to evaluate the origin of wheat stress while looking at weed infestation using
RGB images. The first part describes the acquisition of data on three different dates. Then we present
the image-processing algorithm for crop/weed discrimination and introduce a new vegetation index
called MetaIndex. The calibration between destructive (LAI and BM) and non-destructive (FVC)
measurements deduced from an in-field image acquisition system is investigated. In a second part,
two new non-destructive indicators are generated to evaluate the weed pressure (WP) and the local
evaluation of wheat biomass production on wheat growth (δBMc) informing about a potential stress.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Site and Data Acquisition
The study site is located in Dijon, Burgundy, France (47◦ 180 32” N, 5◦ 040 0.165” E). The experiment
was conducted in 2018 during the early stages of winter wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) growth, from the
3-leaf stage to tillering on three sampling dates: 23 March, 6 April, and 12 April 2018. No nitrogen nor weed
management was applied. The weed flora is composed of annual dicots such as Polygonum aviculare L.
(EPPO code: POLAV), Fallopia convolvulus L. (POLCO), Capsella bursa-pastoris (L.) Medicus (CAPBP)
and perennial dicots such as Convolvulus arvensis L. (CONAR). These plants are not representative of
wheat crops. The emergence of unspecific weeds reveals the history of the plot and the agricultural
practices (previous crop and tillage). The Apache cultivar was sown on 12 November 2017 on a
chalky-clay deep soil with a density of 345 g.m−2 . The plot (1.2 m × 15 m = 18 m2 ) was composed
of seven crop rows separated by a distance of 0.15 m (Figure 1a). It was divided into three subplots
associated to each sampling date. Destructive measurements, sample collection (wheat and weeds),
and RGB image acquisition were performed in each quadrat (S = 0.45 m × 0.76 m = 0.342 m2 ). There
were three replicates per date.

Figure 1. (a) Winter wheat field in Dijon, Burgundy, France; (b) Movable sensing platform equipped
with a digital RGB camera and an automated triggering system.

The destructive measurements served as a reference. The aerial parts of the wheat and the weeds
were collected separately and were packed into paper bags. We measure the leaf area index (LAI
expressed in m2 .m−2 ) using a planimeter. Then, for each sampling date, the above-ground dry matter
biomass (BM, g.m−2 ) was determined by weighing plants, after being oven dried at 80 ◦ C for 48 h.
In parallel, we built a movable sensing platform made of PVC pipes, on which a Canon EOS 450D
(Canon Inc., Tokyo, Japan) commercial digital camera was mounted at a height of 1 m (Figure 1b).
Capturing vertical images allows comparing the results with LAI at early growth stages. The main
parameters of the camera are described in Table A1 (Appendix A). The camera shutter was controlled
remotely. Each experiment was conducted in clear weather under stable light conditions. The exposure
time and shutter speed were optimized for the light conditions. The RGB images have a spatial
resolution of 0.2 mm/pixel. Images were acquired before sampling the plants. For each measure, two
images are shot: one before plant sampling and containing both the wheat and weed populations,
and another after the wheat plants were removed, therefore, containing only weeds. Outside the
sampling and measurement areas, six images of wheat were taken this way. These images labelled
“weeds” and “wheat” will be used, after being transformed into thousands of thumbnail images to
feed the classifier during the training phase. In total, 18 images were recorded at several plant growth
stages listed in Table 1.
On the first date only, the whole surface of the plot was imaged. As for a UAV platform, we built
an orthomosaic photo of the entire plot with a ~60% overlap between successive images and a ~40%
overlap between passes. We used Image Composite Editor (Version 2.0.3.0, 2015, Microsoft Corporation,
Redmond, WA, USA), an image stitcher software, to create a panoramic image.
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Table 1. Acquisition dates, image dataset and wheat growth stages.

Date

Zadoks Growth Stage
and Development Phase
(3-Leaf Stage)

RGB Images

Destructive Measurements
(Plant Identification, LAI
and Dry Biomass for Crop
and Weed)

23 March 2018

GS22

254 images on
3 quadrats
(Q1 , Q2 , Q3 )

3 quadrats:
Q1 , Q2 , Q3

Leaf and Tiller
Development

Middle-tillering

6 April 2018

GS24

Leaf and Tiller
Development

End-tillering

12 April 2018

GS30

Stem extension

Stem-elongation

Comments

critical period for
weed-crop competition

3 images on
3 quadrats
(Q4 , Q5 , Q6 )

3 quadrats:
Q 4 , Q5 , Q6

3 images on
3 quadrats
(Q7 , Q8 , Q9 )

3 quadrats:
Q 7 , Q8 , Q9

Good nutrient and water
supply are determining
yield potential

2.2. Image Processing
Figure 2 illustrates the flowchart of the methodology used to generate output maps to assess
crop-weed competition. After the data collection (step A), the image processing (step B) determines
the fractional vegetation cover (FVC) of both the wheat (FVCc) and the weeds (FVCw). It is defined as
the ratio of the number of pixels of vegetation (crop vs. weeds) to the total number of pixels in the
image. Then, a correlation is established between FVCc and BMc to map wheat biomass. In step C,
information about the effect of weed on wheat crop is provided by two non-destructive image-derived
indicators: the weed pressure (WP) and the wheat biomass production, δBMc.

Figure 2. Methodological framework with the three main steps: data acquisition (A), image processing
and classification results (B), and output maps (FVC: fractional vegetation cover, WP: weed pressure
and δBMc: wheat above-ground biomass production) to monitoring the impact of weed on wheat
growth (C).
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The image processing (step B) pipeline can be summarized in four steps: (1) segmentation of the
initial RGB image to create a vegetation image from a MetaIndex; (2) feature extraction from bag of
visual word (BoVW) descriptors using superpixels of vegetation; and (3) supervised classification from
support vector machine (SVM) to discriminate crop from weeds.
All the image pre-processing and processing algorithms were implemented in Matlab (Version
2016b, The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA).
Greenness identification from MetaIndex (step B-1). We propose the new vegetation index
called MetaIndex, which combines the advantages of six vegetation indices (Table 2) commonly
used in the literature and recently reported in Baniaich et al. [45], Meyer et al. [16], Guo et al. [46],
and Yang et al. [47]. It consists in assigning a pixel to a class (vegetation or other) by a majority vote
performed on four indices over the six listed in Table 2. This method is completed by a geodesic
segmentation to refine the results and obtain a B&W vegetation image also called B&W vegetation
mask (white pixel for the vegetation, black for the background).
Table 2. Names and formulas of the six vegetation indices used to build the MetaIndex.
Vegetation Index

Formula

ExG: Excess Green [14,45]

ExG = 2g − r − b

MExG: Modified Excess Green [47,48]

MExG = −0.884r + 1.262g − 0.311b

ExR: Excess Red [16,47]

ExR = 1.4r − g

CIVE: color index of vegetation extraction [47,49]

CIVE =
0.441 r − 0.811g + 0.385 b + 18.787

VEG: vegetative index [45,50]
HSVDT: HSV (Hue Saturation Value) decision tree [47]

VEG =

g
rb1−a

; a = 0.667

Set the hue value to zero if it is less than 50 or
greater than 150: H((H < 50)|(H > 150)) = 0;
Then use T = 49 as a threshold

Feature extraction (step B-2). The input data of the two-class SVM-RBF classifier is not the RGB
image but a vector of main features specific to each class (crop vs. weed). Extraction of these features is
quite complex and requires several image-processing steps. To reduce computation time, superpixels
(128 × 128 px) are then created with the SLIC (Simple Linear Iterative Clustering) algorithm commonly
used in the literature [26]. Combining a RGB image with its vegetation mask, only superpixels of
vegetation are kept in the thumbnail images. We used the labelled ones to create the crop and weed
training dataset (Figure 3). The SURF (speeded-up robust features) descriptor algorithm [51] allows
extracting features (~1000) from these images. Thousands of variables are then extracted in each
stand to construct a 500-dimensional BoVW vector, containing the most influential features (~500)
owing the Bag of Visual World method [27,52,53]. This approach is very popular in agriculture to
discriminate between crop and weeds [8,27,51]. With the labelled image database, the BoVW vector of
each thumbnail is associated to a class, wheat or weeds. From this technique, we increase easily the
number of labelled images of the training dataset.
Supervised classification and evaluation (step B-3). The classifier learns how to distinguish the
crop from the weed flora (training phase). It is based on a support vector machine (SVM) algorithm [54]
with a radial basis function (Gaussian type). Among all supervised techniques used for crop/weed
discrimination, SVM-RBF is one of the most powerful classification algorithms based on machine
learning [8,11,21,23,25,55].
The learning dataset is made of 7860 thumbnails labelled into two classes: crop and weed.
The classifier algorithm is calibrated from the learning set divided into a training set and a validation
set. Labelled thumbnail images were randomly selected from the learning set with 85% for training
and 15% for validation. Once the classification algorithm is validated, we test it with a new RGB image.
Then a new BoVW vector is produced in relation to the codebook, and using the calibrated image
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classifier, the new BoVW vector is labelled as crop or weed. Finally we can build crop and weed maps,
and calculate the respective fractional vegetation cover (FVC), FVCc and FVCw (Figure 2).

Figure 3. Sample thumbnail images for each class (weed and crop) used to create the training dataset:
(a) Wheat; (b) Weeds. These thumbnails are extracted from the labelled image database built on
different dates.

The calculation of specific statistical metrics derived from the confusion matrix [56] allows
assessing the SVM-learning algorithm. Three metrics were computed for performance evaluation:
Recall (Equation (1)) reflects the ability to reveal the needed information; Precision (Equation (2))
indicates the correctness of the detected results; F-score (Equation (3)) indicates the balance between
Precision and Recall.
TP
Recall =
(1)
TP + FN
TP
TP + FP

(2)

2 × Recall × Precision
Precision + Recall

(3)

Precision =
F − score =

with TP being the number of true positives, FP and FN are the number of false positives and false
negatives, respectively [8,56].
2.3. Two Non-Destructive Indicators for a Crop-Weed Competition
Accurate monitoring of weeds while controlling wheat growth requires indirect measurements
of leaf area index (LAI) and dry matter biomass (BM) at early wheat growth stage. Therefore, it is
necessary to measure LAI and BM destructively to correlate them to FVCc. We developed two
indicators deduced from the image. The weed pressure (WP) characterizes the relationship between
crop and weed. For their growth, plants are in direct competition for water, nutrients and for light,
main parameter at the end of winter. However, this indicator alone is not sufficient to conclude on
the negative weed impact on wheat crop. The second indicator is a local above-ground biomass
production, δBMc. It provides information about stress but not about its cause. To check whether the
stress originates from weeds or not, it has to be compared with the WP.
•

The weed pressure (WP) is expressed as a percentage and defined as
WP = 100 × FVCw / FVCc

(4)
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with FVCw, the fractional weed vegetation cover, and FVCc, the fractional wheat vegetation cover.
It provides information on the resource competition between the crop and the weeds: light, nutrients,
and nitrogen. WP can be viewed as a substitute to the BMw/BMc ratio, which results from a destructive
approach until the tillering stage by late winter.
•

Evaluation of the local wheat above-ground biomass production: δBMc

The objective of this second indicator is to observe locally the wheat biomass (δBMobs ) and to
compare it to a reference value (BMre f ) from the image parameter, FVCc. It is defined as
δBMc = BMre f − BMobs

(5)

with BMre f being a reference value of above-ground wheat biomass considered as the average value of
wheat above-ground biomass observed in the entire plot and BMobs the observed value of BMc.
This new indicator assessing the crop health is therefore deduced from FVCc at each location in
the plot. It can take three values:
1/ δBMc < 0 may indicate an excess of biomass.
2/ δBMc = 0 indicates no health problem.
3/ δBMc > 0 may indicate a stress (i.e., pests, weeds or diseases) in wheat growth.
3. Results
3.1. Crop/Weed Map from SVM Classifier and Classification Performance
The input data of this supervised classification are the BoVW vectors that contain 500 features
for each class. These vectors are built during the training phase with labelled thumbnail images
automatically assigned as crop or weeds (Figure 3). The classification accuracy is quantified using a
classical metric deduced from the confusion matrix. At the end, more than 7682-labelled thumbnails
have been obtained, 3841 for the ‘Wheat’ class and 3841 for the ‘Weeds’ class (Table 3). Then the
labelled dataset was randomly split into 85% training dataset and 15% testing dataset.
Table 3. Training and validation dataset in the wheat field.
Data

Class

Training Thumbnails
Subset (85%)

Test Subset
(15%)

Total

9 images
9 images
18 images

Crop
Weed
All

3264
3264
6528

577
577
1154

3841
3841
7682

The SVM-RBF classifier is assessed from the confusion matrix (Table 4). The overall classification
accuracy was 93%, the Recall (also known as sensitivity) 94%, and the Precision (also known as
selectivity) 92%. The F-score helps to measure Recall and Precision at the same time, and its value of
93%, confirms that our classifier performed globally well in the crop/weed discrimination. Moreover,
the high value of the Kappa coefficient (κ = 0.86) [57,58] also indicates that the SVM-RBF classifier
correctly classified most of the objects. It encourages us to substitute image-derived parameters (FVC)
for destructive measurements (LAI and BM).
Table 4. Confusion matrix of classification by the SVM-RBF classifier.
Actual

Predicted

Wheat
Weed
Total

Wheat

Weed

Total

543
34
577

47
530
577

590
564
1154
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3.2. Weed Pressure (WP)
Figure 4 presents the results of image stitching over the whole plot (18 m2 ) on date 1. The first
map (Figure 4a) is a mosaic of 254 RGB images acquired in the field (Table 1). Then a black and white
map of vegetation is obtained using the MetaIndex. Depending of the pixel position in the image,
the method selects certain indices with a majority vote according to the illumination of the objects,
which increases the robustness and sensitivity of this segmentation (Figure 5). At the end of the vote,
a thresholding is carried out to provide a binary map of vegetation hereafter called the MetaIndex
map (Figure 4b). The third map (Figure 4c) is generated from the classification results using the SVM
supervised learning classifier, which discriminates between the wheat and the weeds. In this plot,
the weed infestation rate is 7.5%. Finally, the WP map characteristic of the crop-weed competition is
produced. It is obtained by a simple linear interpolation of the values at neighboring grid points is
performed. This grid divides the plot into three subplots composed of 84, 84, and 86 rows respectively.
A color map with three colors illustrates the in-field differences associated with high, medium, and low
WP levels (Figure 4d). On date 1, WP ranges from 3.37% to 20.63%. Figure 4c shows that low pressure
corresponds to 73.5% of the data (Figure A1). A few high intensity spots are observed, especially near
the edge of the plot immediately adjacent to headlands (bottom, top and left side), except on the right
side of the plot. The median equals 7.5% and the standard deviation 3%. Figure A1 displays outliers
that may originate from contamination by the unploughed headlands.

Figure 4. Four output maps on date 1: (a) Global RGB image of the field deduced from 254 images
manually acquired; (b) Vegetation Image deduced from the MetaIndex; (c) Crop/weed discrimination
using a SVM classifier (green=wheat, red=weed); (d) Weed pressure map.
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Figure 5. (a) Example of a MetaIndex image (Legend: blue = 0 votes and yellow = 6 votes); (b) Result
after thresholding (white pixel for the vegetation and black for the background).

At this point, it is difficult to quantify the effect of WP on wheat health. One needs to interpret
it with regard to the weed species diversity, abundance, and growth stage that may disturb crop
growth [59,60]. The literature also shows that the early growth stages are also crucial in determining
the intensity and outcome of subsequent crop-weed competition. In this experience, a high diversity
of weed communities is observed at seedling stage of wheat (see Section 2.1). However, the dicot
species observed are unusual but, according to the literature, they are little or moderately harmful
to winter wheat [61–63]. Therefore, the WP values (Table A2 in Appendix A) obtained for the three
quadrats on date 1 are 21.6% (Q1 ), 8.8% (Q2 ) and 14.1% (Q3 ). For each quadrat, six species have been
observed with a density of 67 plants/m2 (including 65.2% of Asteraceae and 22% of Brassicaceae), four
with a density of 23 plants/m2 (including 83.3% of Asteraceae), and six with a density of 76 plants/m2
(including 65.5% of Asteraceae and 15.4% of Brassicaceae). In this case, it seems difficult to bring out a
relationship between WP and weed species or density. This first indicator provides clear vision of the
local weed impact on the crop. For a crop growth monitoring, however, it is important to connect WP
with the crop health status.
3.3. A Non-Destructive Indicator of Wheat Crop Growth: δBMc
A non-destructive indicator of the local wheat crop growth (δBMc) is produced based on indirect
measurements of above-ground BM. Figure 6a presents the relation between destructive measurements
of LAI and BM with FVCc. The prediction accuracy using a linear regression model is high. At the early
stage of wheat growth, BM = 176.86 × FVCc with r2 = 0.93 and LAI = 1.06 × FVCc with r2 =0.99. Our
results obtained with the cultivar Apache are consistent with those obtained by Jeuffroy and Recous on
the cultivar Soissons [64]. In their case, LAI was calculated daily from the total above-ground biomass
finding that the ratio of leaf area to plant biomass (LA/BM) is constant (6.10−3 m2 .g−1 ) only for the
beginning of the growth cycle and until LAI reached the value of four. Our value of 0.006 (LAI/BM =
1.06/176.86) is consistent with this study and with others [65–68]. We demonstrate the relevance of the
machine-learning algorithm (SVM-RBF classifier) to estimate the fractional wheat vegetation cover
(FVCc) and the use of visible images to estimate the LAI and BM at early growth stages of wheat.
Concerning weed stand, the situation is different. The variability between the three replicates
(Q1, Q2, and Q3) at each date is high for all the variables (high standard deviation in Figure 6b).
These results reveal the strong spatial heterogeneity of the weeds, even in a micro-plot. FVCw is
positively correlated with BM (r2 = 0.93). However, the linear correlation with LAI is fair (r2 = 0.44).
The underestimation of LAI may be caused by the destructive approach (planimeter resolution,
quantification errors) that is not adapted to small plants.
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Figure 6. Linear regression between LAI and FVC (dashed black line) and between BM and FVC
(dashed blue line) for (a) the wheat stand and (b) the weed stand. There were three replicates on each
date. The squares represent the mean values and the bars the standard deviations.

Figure 7a presents the output map of δBMc deduced from FVCc. Here again, it is built by a
simple linear interpolation of the values deduced from each of the 254 images acquired on date 1.
The δBMc values are calculated from Equation (5). Then the δBMc map is divided into three clusters
(Figure 7b) depending of the distribution values clusters (Figure 7c): the lower values (δBMc < 0) that
represent 25% of the pixels indicate that the crop biomass is higher than the reference value (BMre f ),
the intermediate values (δBMc ~ 0) that represent 61% of the pixels correspond to a normal crop
growth. Finally, the highest values (δBMc > 0) that represent 14% of the pixels indicate a problem
of crop growth probably caused by stress condition (i.e., weed, disease, pest, . . . ). However, with
this map deduced from visible images, we clearly identify the local problem of wheat growth but it is
not possible to conclude about the origin of the stress. Combining the two δBMc with WP, it allows
understanding the role played by weeds in the decrease of wheat growth.
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WP values, it is very likely that the crop stress originates from a combination of several stresses. In the
central region, δBMc is high while WP is medium. Furthermore, when WP is low or medium, wheat
growth does not seem to be affected. This is consistent with the literature [69] that mentions that
some weed species observed on date 2 have low to moderate negative impact on crops [70]. Therefore,
the critical problems on wheat growth in this region are due to weeds but also to other stressors, which
have been not characterized. The lower region is similar to the upper region. The only weed observed
on date 1 is Silphium perfoliatum L. (Asteraceae), a tall perennial plant that can negatively affect wheat
growth depending on its size [71].
To sum up, the combination of the results of the two non-destructive indicators (WP and δBMc),
allows evaluating the crop-weed competition at specific date and determining when weeds have a
dominant effect compared to other stressors. To go further, it would be necessary to look at the overall
evolution of the field on different dates. A more effective method will be to explore in the near future
using a UAV.
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Figure 8. Date 1: (a) δBM map; (b) WP map; (c) Comparison between the two maps.

4. Discussion
4.1. Relationship between Wheat Stress and Weed Pressure
The combination of the δBMc and WP maps provides useful information for crop and weed
management. Visible images can be used to monitor weed competition during crop growth with
non-destructive and proximal sensing technologies in the early growth stages. However, proposing
weed decision rules that address the evaluation of a crop agronomic risk remains a challenge at
this stage of work. A more detailed analysis about weed species is required. These results must be
treated with caution and experiments need to be carried out on a larger scale, looking at the yield
loss depending on weed species. These experiments can be related to the ecophysiological model
that predicts the wheat growth (e.g., AZODYN, [64]) and calculates the dry biomass of the aerial
plant organs at a daily time-step during the vegetative phase under no stress conditions. Updates
can then be made regularly during wheat growth simulation with these remote or proximal sensing
data to optimize the site-specific weed management. To go further in long-term agro-ecological weed
management, different combinations of cropping techniques should be explored and their long-term
effects be assessed. One solution is the modeling approach. FlorSys is to date the only model that
quantifies cropping system effects in interaction with pedoclimate on a multi-specific weed flora. It is a
mechanistic “virtual field” model simulating daily weed and crop growth and reproduction over the
years, on which arable cropping systems can be experimented in temperate climates [72]. However,
like any model, it requires experimental data that will serve either as input variables or to validate the
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model predictions. Thus, our field trials will not only help the farmer in the daily management of his
plots, but also the modelers.
4.2. Temporal Evolution of Weed Harmfulness
Up to now, weed competition in crop field has been addressed through weed density (plants/m2 )
considered as one of the most important factors [59,71]. However, in the 1990s, some authors [73]
suggested to study other relevant variables based on the contribution of weed species to the total leaf
area index to describe the competition between crop and weeds. They were named the relative leaf
area of the weed, the fractional vertical cover, or the weed coverage [73–76]. They can be deduced
from imagery [37,38]. To investigate the substitution of destructive measurements to image-derived
parameter, Figure 9 compares WP to the BMw/BMc ratio for accurate weed and crop monitoring. As far
as the biomass [36,77] is concerned, BMw/BMc ratio is one of the closest indicators to the concept of
direct primary harmfulness [78–80]. In this figure, the time evolution of these two ratios is compared
over the three dates. Therefore, on each date, the BMw/BMc ratio behaves like WP on average and
both ratios decrease over time. However, some differences are locally observed, especially for the
quadrats Q3 and Q6 where high BMw/BMc ratio (and particularly high BMw value) is observed while
WP is low (Table A2, Appendix A). A detailed analysis about the weeds observed in the quadrat Q3,
indicates the presence of a tall unusual plant, Silphium perfoliatum L., which may explain the difference
between BMw and FVCw. Concerning the quadrat Q6 , FVCw is low compared to the BMw, with small
weed plants having a moderate density (35 plants/m2 ). It mainly concerns Senecio vulgaris L. (SENVU),
Polygonum aviculare L. (POLAV), and Fallopia convolvulus L. (POLCO) that have small leaves, low FVCw
values, and high BMw values. Then, one observes on the quadrat Q4 that the BMw/BMc is lower than
WP. This low ratio can be explained by low BMc and BMw values. To sum up, even if we can substitute
WP with BMw/BMc at the plot scale, we must be cautious at the local scale where some singularities
are observed and need to be clarify before generalizing the method.

Figure 9. Comparison of the temporal evolution of the BMw/BMc ratio deduced from destructive
measurements to WP derived from visible images. The average values (circle mark for BM and square
for FVC) and the local values are obtained for each quadrat on the three dates.

5. Conclusions
The development of proximal sensing techniques allows exploring new strategies of weed
management for sustainable agriculture practices. High-resolution imaging systems help to discriminate
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between crop and weeds by generating weed cover maps for a site-specific herbicide application. The next
challenge of precision farming is to move towards the use of no herbicides in agriculture, which
requires a better understanding of the crop-weed competition.
This article focused on the implementation of automatic weed detection using RGB images in
order to generate maps of two indicators, the weed pressure and the wheat biomass production.
Thanks to the performance of the SVM-RBF classification, using a bag of visual word vectors as inputs,
the fractional vegetation cover (FVC) of both plants was determined. Beyond a simple location map,
the weed pressure map described the competition between the crop and the weeds. Concerning
wheat, the fractional vegetation cover (FVC) deduced from visible images provided a reliable proxy
for LAI and BM measurements We also generated a map of δBMc that estimates the local wheat
above-ground biomass production, informing about a possible stress. The combination of these two
indicators shows that wheat stress is not always correlated to a high weed pressure. Although these
results were obtained on a small plot, they are very promising. They provide a useful basis for accurate
weed monitoring but they need to be confirmed in agricultural fields using UGV or UAV platforms,
for example. In the future, we will develop a decision support tool for the monitoring of weeds while
controlling wheat growth from indirect measurements of LAI and BM at early growth stages.
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Abbreviations
Abbreviation
RGB image
LAI

Above-ground BM
BMw/BMc

FVC, FVCc, FVCw

WP indicator

δBMc indicator

Description
Red Green Blue image: visible image.
The Leaf Area Index (LAI expressed in m2 .m−2 ) is defined as the total area of the upper
surfaces of the leaves contained in a volume above a square metre of soil area. It is
determined destructively using a planimeter. It is a key variable used for physiological
and functional plant models and by remote sensing models at large scale
The dry matter biomass of aerial plant parts (BM expressed in g.m−2 ) is obtained by
weighing plants after oven drying at 80 ◦ C for 48 h. It is a key parameter for vegetation
growth models playing a major role in photosynthesis and ecosystem functioning.
The ratio between weeds and crop biomass, deduced from destructive measures, is one
of the closest indicators to the concept of direct primary harmfulness.
Fractionnal Vegetation Cover is a parameter deduced from image. It corresponds to a
vertical projection of plant foliar area. It represents the ratio of the number of pixels of
vegetation to the total number of pixels in the image. FVCc and FVCw are the fraction of
the soil covered by ‘crop’ or ‘weed’ type vegetation. Capturing vertical images allows
comparing the FVC with the LAI and BM at early plant growth stages.
Weed Pressure defined as FVCw/FVCc ratio. It is deduced from image parameters and it
represents the balance of power between crop and weeds.
It is defined as the difference between BMre f , the mean value of wheat above-ground
biomass in the field, and BMobs . It is an evaluation of the local wheat above-ground
biomass production. A local excess of wheat above-ground biomass is observed when
BMobs > BMre f whereas a stress is observed when BMobs < BMre f
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Abbreviation
SVM-RBF classifier

SLIC algorithm

SURF algorithm

BoVW model

TP/FP/PN/FN
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Description
Support Vector Machine with a Radial Basis Function kernel. It allows classifying data
that is not at all linearly separable. A two-class classification (crop and weeds) is used
and classifier input data are the BoVW vectors containing the main features for each
observable (i.e., crop, weed).
Simple Linear Iterative Clustering algorithm. It is a fast and robust algorithm to segment
image by clustering pixels based on their color similarity and proximity in the image.
Thus, it generates superpixels that are more meaningful and easier to analyze. In our
study, the superpixels of vegetation (128px x 128px) are then called ‘thumbnails’ and
used to create the training data set (5000 labelled thumbnails per class). From this
technique, we increase the number of labelled images of training set.
Speeded-Up Robust Features algorithm. It is a fast descriptor algorithm used for object
detection and recognition. It is a robust algorithm in a scale and in-plane rotation
invariant. SURF descriptors are used to recognize vegetation features. Thousands of
features of each stand (crop and weeds) are extracted to construct a 500-dimensional
BoVW vectors.
Bag of Visual Words (BoVW) model considers image features as words. In image
classification, a bag of visual words is a frequency vector, called the “bag of visual words”,
which counts the number of unique relations between the features of an image to the
visual dictionary. The visual dictionary is generated aggregating extracted features (500).
Parameters deduced from confusion matrix to evaluate the performance of the
supervised learning classifier (SVM-RBF)TP: true positive/FP: false positive/TN: true
negative/FN: false negative

Appendix A
Table A1. Main Parameters of RGB Camera (Canon EOS 450D).
Specification

Value

Geometric resolution (px)

4272 × 2848

CMOS sensor size (mm)

22.2 × 14.8

Megapixels

12.2

Focal length (mm)

35

Table A2. Summary of the values of the various parameters obtained by the image approach and the
destructive approach for each of the three dates, 23 March, 6 April and 12 April. (FVCc: crop fractional
vegetation cover; FVCw: weed fractional vegetation cover; LAI: leaf aera index).
Image Approach
2018

April 6

April 12

Weeds

Wheat

Weeds
LAI

BMc (g.m−2 )

Plants.m−2

28.2

0.006

1.184

67

0.157

27.4

0.005

0.754

23

0.175

28.4

0.036

2.369

76

0.014

0.218

39

0.001

0.564

44

0.225

0.027

0.279

45.2

0.013

2.211

58

0.222

0.017

0.227

10.8

0.008

2.251

35

Quadrat 7

0.293

0.015

0.32

53.3

0.004

0.898

84

Quadrat 8

0.28

0.018

0.293

48.7

0.007

1.272

70

Quadrat 9

0.364

0.009

0.395

63.28

0.002

0.503

61

FVCc

FVCw

LAI

0.157

0.034

0.187

Quadrat 2

0.17

0.015

Quadrat 3

0.184

0.026

Quadrat 4

0.211

Quadrat 5
Quadrat 6

Quadrat 1
March 23

Wheat

Destructive Approach

BMc

(g.m−2 )
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Figure A1. WP value distribution (left) and corresponding box-plot (right).
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